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Can’t Measure It?  … How Can You Fix It?



Even Woodworkers Need…
✓Cut Lists

✓Bills of Material (BOM)

✓Operations for Processing (Routing)

✓Accurate Schedule

✓On Time Delivery

✓$ Profit







$

But First, How Broad is the ROI?



Achieving Balance: Office v/s Production Investments 
Mick Peters, June 29, 2017 

Early in my operations management career, I was talking to the VP of 

Manufacturing at our company.  He was exasperated that the owner just 

ordered another edgebander, which was nice, but not his highest 

priority.  Our bottlenecks were coming from other issues, yet he would 

now devote resources to the new bander rather than working on more 

pressing problems. 

How do you decide where to make the next investment? 

Many in our industry come from hands-on manufacturing roots.  How many websites have a “History” 

tab that contains something like: “it all started with a craftsman, in a garage with a table saw…”  So 

naturally, most owners have an affinity for technologies that directly affect manufacturing. 

When technology other than machinery is under consideration, the typical first response by most 

managers falls on a sliding scale.  The further the investment is from machines, the less enthusiastic the 

response.   

To make my point, here are three hypothetical examples: 

Technology Investment Under Consideration Benefits Typical Initial Response 

New CNC router More parts/hour, 
Better accuracy 

Yes of course! 

New engineering and nesting software More jobs/month, 
Better data to shop, 
Faster running nests 

Maybe… 

“Office software” …ERP Improves: quotes, order 
processing, scheduling, 
purchasing, inventory, 
project management, job 
tracking/costing… 

Are you sure we need it? 

 

Going back to my opening paragraph, about the time the new edgebander arrived, we also got started 

implementing our first fully integrated software system (ERP).  Within less than a year, the software 

investment had made enormous impact on the overall workflow in the company.   

During that time, orders increased by over 50%, partly because we cut production lead times by several 

weeks.  At the same time, we reduced inventory by $400K, freeing up precious working capital. 

Coordination of workflow and timing of resources is just as important as the machinery and 

manufacturing methods. 

Now to give the skeptics their due, implementation of these investments increases in difficultly, as they 

get more comprehensive.  Big ERP implementations are notorious for risks and cost overruns. 

However, as with any significant investment, due diligence has its rewards.  Planning should always 

begin with a careful needs-assessment that considers the entire workflow from quoting to financials.  

Technology Investment 

Under Consideration Benefits

Typical Initial 

Response
New CNC router More parts/hour,

Better accuracy

Yes of course!

New engineering and nesting software More jobs/month,

Better data to shop,

Faster running nests

Maybe…

“Office software” …ERP Improves: quotes, order 

processing, scheduling, 

purchasing, inventory, 

project management, job 

tracking/costing…

… Connects Everyone to a 

Common Database!

Are we sure we need it?

Maybe next year…





Catching Thieves 
Mick Peters, June 8, 2017 

A key chapter in Love Thy Data is called To Catch a Thief, however; 

that story explains that the real thief was our company’s faulty 

record keeping. 

Your business is always seeking a goal (profit), which requires skill 

and experience, while navigating a changing business landscape. 

Along the way, your company must manage diverse resources—

workers, materials, machinery, facilities, to fulfill orders.  In the 

fast-paced process, with attention focused on meeting deadlines, 

thieves abound, stealing profit dollars in many ways.  

Each project or production order your company processes, must 

wind its way through a series of steps to completion.  Along the 

way, there may be losses and delays, each one “stealing” some of your precious profit dollars.  This theft 

is happening real-time, and will continue until it’s eliminated. 

Some of these costs are easily recognizable, while others lurk behind their masks, in hidden places, 

making them more difficult to spot.   

Sure, your orders don’t follow a path through crime-ridden terrain. However, each stage from bidding, 

through engineering, scheduling, material planning, and so on, is fraught with costly obstacles, many of 

which are accepted as necessary for the woodworking industry.  

So, each of these processing stages can fall victim to this type of crime. The stealing takes place in the 

front office, in the shop, and in the field.  You need crime prevention! 

 The worst of these thefts are often recognized, but considered unavoidable business expenses.   

 There may also be other very recognizable issues that appear to be too costly or difficult to 

rectify, where the solution seems out of reach for your resources.   

 Some options appear suitable only for big companies with the volume to justify the investment. 

This is the point at which you 

need to take another look at your 

map.   

Instead a road through landscape, 

your map should be a process 

flowchart, describing each of the 

steps toward your goal (profit).   

Careful analysis of your workflow 

often reveals waste and 

inaccuracies that steal profit 

dollars from your business. 



Sales to Engineering

✓“Can we make it the way 

…our customer wants?”

✓“For this price?”

✓“On this delivery schedule?”



Engineering to Manufacturing



Shop Floor Communication



Synchronization







ERP Data Grid

Foundation for All 
Processes

Every Process 
Directly

Connects to the 
Data Grid

Connecting All Processes to 
One Data Source



Take-Off, 
Estimating

Design 
&

Engineering

Best-of-Breed Components
All Integrated

Production Planning
&

Scheduling

Optimization, 
Nesting, 

Shop Floor Control



Everything, Everyone, 
All Data Connected
✓Direct Connections to All Data

✓One Source for Master Data

✓One Data Set to Protect

✓Every Activity Integrated

✓Duplicate Entry is Eliminated

✓Standardized Input / Output
for External Systems

✓Processes Unconstrained by Data
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